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Wholesale Price List (in USD)
(available for quantities of 5 or more)

Intuition Physician 

Grounding Items 
Grounding Mattress Panels	 $245  (retail for $410+)
Grounding Hot Water Bottle Cozy	 $59   (retail for $97+)
Grounding Anklet Kit	 $49   (retail for $85+)
Grounding Wrist Strap and grounding plug	 $18   (retail for $24+)
Grounding Patches Kit (50 patches)                                                                                        $43  (retail for $65+)
Grounding Gloves (sold as a pair) 	 $24   (retail for $40+)
Grounding Socks (sold as a pair) 	 $29   (retail for $45+)
Grounding Mat 	 $49   (retail for $90+)
Grounding Mini Pad	 $25   (retail for $40+)
Grounding Heel Strap	 $9   (retail for $18+)
Portable Ground Stake	 $24   (retail for $40+)

Other Healing Tools 
Daily Focus Healing Card Deck	 $30 (retail for $55+)
8 x 10 Giclee Prints of any original healing artwork	 $18 (retail for $35+)
Signed Healing Picture Books from the Dr. Laura children’s book line:
*Jake, Adventures Of A Guinea Pig (law of attraction and health)
*Together We Sleep (bedtime healing)
*From The Ground Up  (earthing children’s book)	 $14 (retail for $20+)
Lined Notebooks (original cover art)	 $19 (retail for $35+)
Inspirational Magnet Sets (8 magnets, original artwork)	 $30 (retail for $55+)
Inspirational Dry Erase Boards (original artwork)	 $30 (retail for $55+)
Heal All Year 2017 Calendar (featuring all original artwork)	 $22 (retail for $40+) 
Boxed Notecard Sets (10 notecards/envelopes, original artwork)	 $23 (retail for $40+)
Chakra Mug (7 different styles, featuring all original artwork)	 $16 (retail for $27+)

Advantages to wholesale orders with Intuition Physician:  

No minimum price point needed to place a wholesale order, and minimum quantities start with as little 
as 5 items!  All orders ship with tracking information.  You may resell items at the suggested retail price 
or at any price point that you choose.  All orders are handled directly by Dr. Laura Koniver, M.D. to 
ensure that: each item is personally inspected, the selection of healing tools are of the very highest 
quality, ecofriendly materials used whenever possible, that all items arrive in perfect brand new 
condition ready to sell, and that all items are the same exact healing tools that Dr. Koniver recommends 
directly to her patients in her private medical practice -- so you know that each item really works to 
restore optimal Well Being!
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